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Survey Approach
Husch Blackwell LLP collaborated with P3C to  
produce a survey of registrants to the 2016 P3 
Conference. The P3C distributed the online survey, 
while Husch Blackwell analyzed and reported  
results. Individual responses were anonymous.

Answers from survey participants were divided  
into public- and private-side responses.  
Respondents for the public sector represented  
city, county, state, educational and construction 
officials. Private organization participants were  
mostly from construction, consulting, financial  
advisory and lending firms, as well as planning,  
design and engineering firms.

The results reveal intentions for significantly  
increased participation in multiple, ongoing P3 
projects—by both public and private organizations. 
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ACTIVITY

P3 Grows in Importance
It’s not surprising for attendees at a P3 conference to be optimistic about 
the future use of the business model. The growth of this support is what’s 
remarkable. Now, about nine-in-ten survey respondents see P3 in their future. 
And they seem fairly certain.

Comparing year-to-year P3C survey results, the participation in current or 
anticipated P3 projects in 2016 is almost identical; however, there is more  
than a 30 percent rise in the rate of respondents indicating P3 as important  
to completing their three-year plans for growth and improvement. This is true 
on both the public- and private-side. 

Growth and Improvement 
Limited Without P3
Husch Blackwell LLP surveyed registrants of the 
2016 P3Conference and Expo. This is the second 
consecutive year that the law firm asked attendees 
about their plans and opinions concerning public-
private partnerships. 

Conference participants increasingly see P3 as 
required seeding for financing the growth and 
improvement of cities and surrounding areas. Aging 
infrastructure and utilities require more repair and 
replacement, while communities need new facilities 
and technologies to update sites and services for 
future generations.

Survey respondents believe P3 are needed to 
supplement traditional tax and debt financing for 
the diverse portfolio of anticipated infrastructure, 
social and service projects. The model will not only 
strengthen funding for more public works, but is also 
believed to improve and expedite such development.

According to the Husch Blackwell survey, interest 
in P3 is also growing on campus, where a rising 
number of leaders in higher education consider it a 
solution for managing the same infrastructure and 
facilities issues facing cities.

My organization is presently 
involved in a P3 project.

I expect to pursue a new P3 
project in 2016.

Pursue more than one P3 
project in the next 3 years.

Without a P3 project it’s unlikely 
that we can fully achieve our 
growth and improvement plans 
over the next 3 years.

Commuting times are cut on the LBJ Freeway in Dallas County, Texas, 
thanks to a $2.7 billion P3 infrastructure project.



Reasons for NOT doing a P3
Strong Reason Good Reason Weak Reason

Public Private Public Private Public Private

Public opposition 14% 27% 33% 29% 53% 44%

Lack of project and operational control 25% 15% 49% 47% 25% 39%

Risk-Return limitations 29% 31% 51% 45% 20% 23%

Quality of partners 44% 35% 30% 38% 26% 27%

P3 agreement more favorable to other partners 27% 15% 43% 57% 29% 28%

Current lack of understanding P3 approach/models 29% 31% 27% 34% 44% 34%

Lack of Federal government backing 8% 16% 36% 45% 56% 39%

Limited financial upside 27% 24% 49% 45% 24% 31%

Why
Funding shortfalls are still the most important reason for both  
public- and private-side partners to pursue a P3. Private-side  
partners closely rated all other additional reasons as distant,  
secondary reason for joining a P3, while public-side respondents  
rated risk transfer as another significant reason for P3 participation. 

Why Not
On a weighted average of answers, both public and private partners 
give the same top reasons for not going forward with a P3: (1) quality  
of partners (2) limited financial upside and (3) risk-return limitations.  
Public opposition was seen by both partners among the weakest 
reasons for avoiding a P3.  

WHYS

Most important reasons for pursuit of a P3.

Once again, public-side participants in our survey indicated 
they are likely to look at more conventional financing and 

operating models for traditional public works and infrastructure 
projects. The types of projects that more than half of the public-

side respondents said they could pursue in the next three 
years were mixed-use and public facilities, such as commercial 

and tourism attractions or stadiums and civic centers. Several 
survey participants commented that they will consider P3  

for university housing and other on-campus facilities.

PROJECTS
P3 is In the City and On Campus

Energy
26% Public  37% Private    

Municipal Power Plant
Solar Facility

Mixed-Use Facilities 
57% Public  61% Private      

City Mall

Government Facilities
38% Public  65% Private    

Courthouse
University

Public Facilities
51% Public  61% Private    

Stadium
Civic Center

Transportation
38% Public  56% Private    

Airport
Railroad

Water & Environment 
26% Public  48% Private     

Shipping Port

Social
40% Public  54% Private    

Housing
Hospital

LinkNYC is a P3 project that brings public Wi-Fi to millions of New Yorkers 
and tourists. Digital advertisements on hubs are expected to generate more 
than $500 million in annual revenue for the city. Photo Credit: CityBridge



Funding and Finding Partners
Eighty percent of public-side participants believe P3 will 
become a traditional finance model for public works projects, 
while nearly 90 percent of private-side respondents feel the 
same. These results are consistent with other survey findings, 
representing a fundamental change in the acceptance and 
use of P3.

How the public-side selects partners may be slowly changing 
with half of these respondents indicating they would accept 
unsolicited proposals and 80 percent of private-side 
respondents willing to submit proposals voluntarily.

Legislative Support
Approximately one-third of all survey respondents 
indicated their state has already approved legislation  
to make more P3 projects possible. Such legislation  
would also be helpful in other states, according to  
39 percent of public participants and 56 percent of  
private-side respondents. 

HOW TO FUTURE

Legislation in my state is needed 
to make more P3 projects possible.

P3 will become a traditional financing model for public 
works projects.

81% FINANCE 28% Attracting qualified  
professionals and expertise

62% Attracting qualified
professionals and expertise

45% Procurement of particular 
goods and services

28% Obtaining  
government approval

53
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28% Procurement of particular 
goods and services

15% CONTROLLING COSTS
LEGEND

PUBLIC

PRIVATE

Issues that P3 Can Help to  
Overcome and Start a Project

51
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The public sector should accept unsolicited proposals.


